John 16
the whimsical will of men to be the norm of Moral Law. Men
unfortunately do have the power to enforce their will upon others.
They make what is momentarily convenient and socially
acceptable into their moral criteria, ones that are far from the Law
of God!
“The Chosen of God have a higher and truer Law: Yahweh’s!
The Law of Right, unchangeable and universal Justice, is God’s
foundation for morality. The Law of Love, resting on the
foundation of justice and respect, is also unchangeable and
universal. Without it there is no basis for or the development
of
proper human relationships. Love summarizes God’s total Will
and Torah. Revelation demands that committed acceptance must
ever be mankind’s Supreme Law.
“The Spirit of God, the Defender of Divine Justice, will prove the
ungodly world is truly guilty in its wrongdoing. This obnoxious
world, with its empty words of universal love and justice, heavyhandedly enforces peace through subjugation, and condemns
those who question this reality. It liberally attacks, persecutes, and
disowns godly seekers of true Justice and Love. Such selfrighteous villainy the Lord of All condemns! Whoever dismisses
God’s Law with ease will not escape hard accountability, and
eventually will undergo godly judgment against their scornful
conceit.
“God’s own Spirit will specifically reveal to My false accusers their
duplicity, for no one can long evade God’s judgment. Hypocrisy
can only deceive men, not the Lord Who does not deceive and
cannot be deceived. The gullible can be deceived, the ignorant
misled, and the fearful controlled by power, but the Lord Who sees
the reality of things is beyond deception, force, or fear. He is quite
capable
of judging whether men’s consciences correlate with their deeds,
and the light of His Spirit will expose the hidden attitudes of every
vicious heart. Pretending to uphold the Law while breaking it,
hypocrites will be judged by the very words they falsely proclaimed
and openly abused. It is blasphemous to take God as one’s gameplaying fool, nor may one use His Word or Name in vain to
validate or promote unjust deeds! (Ga. 6:7)
“There is always One who sees the substance of one’s deeds
and records the oaths guaranteed with His Name. It is
Yahweh,

mankind’s Supreme Judge (Jb. 34:10-22). And it is He who alone
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